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Abstract
Recent advancements in electronics engineering require materials with the resiliency and sustainability to extend their life time. With this regard, we presented a sustainable multi-functional nanocomposites strategy by introducing dynamic imine bonds based polyazomethine (PAM) as molecular interconnects and Fe₃O₄-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes as electromagnetic (EM) wave absorbing units. Driven by the reversible dynamic imine bonds, our materials show robust spontaneous self-healing with excellent healing efficiencies of 95 % for PAM and 90 % for nanocomposite, and an accelerated recovery under a moderate mechanical stimulus. By adding Fe₃O₄-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes, the hybrids show excellent EM wave absorbing properties with 50% increment on minimum reflection coefficient (-40.6 dB) than the reported value. We demonstrate a full degradability by decomposing a nanocomposite sheet of 100 mg in an acidic solution within 90 min at room temperature. The nanofillers and monomers after degradation can be re-used to synthesis nanocomposites. The testing results for recoverable nanocomposites show a good retention on mechanical property. This novel strategy may shed a light on the downstream applications in EM wave absorbing devices and smart structures with great potential to accelerate circular economy.
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1. Introduction

Electromagnetic (EM) interference and pollution have been seen as threats to public health and environment, caused by the ubiquitously use of cell phones, motors, computers, remote sensors, radars, etc.[1,2] One of the essential solutions is to innovate and apply high performance EM wave absorbing materials in products, which has attracted considerable interests in last few years.[3-5] In comparison to other conventional materials (metals, ceramics and carbons), polymeric nanocomposites offer great advantages due to their flexibility, easy processing, light-weight, low cost, etc.[6-8] However, intrinsic characteristics from polymeric materials still bottle-necked the advancement where mechanical failures (cracking and fracture) can be easily found within structures/devices during operation.[9-12] The disposal of failed products arises even more concerns relevant to the environmental sustainability. Therefore, a circular material strategy that can provide resiliency, i.e. self-recovery and sustainability (recyclability), would be highly desirable for next generation EM wave absorbing devices.[13-15]

Self-healing property, fulfilled by the reversibility of macromolecular systems, has been studied extensively under noncovalent (physical) interactions, i.e. the inherent long-chain entanglements,[16] metal-ligand coordination,[17] host-guest interactions,[18,19] ionic interactions,[20] electrostatic interactions,[21] π-π stacking,[22] and hydrogen bonds.[23] Self-healing can be obtained by generating reversible chemical covalent bonds in the materials network,[24-27] those chemical interactions include acylhydrazone bonds,[28-30] disulfide bonds,[31,32] boronic ester linkages,[33] diarylbenzofuranone links,[34] thiuram disulfide units,[35] Diels-Alder reactions,[36] and imine bonds (-CH=N-).[37-40]
Notably, Bao and co-workers synthesised a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer with spontaneous self-healing function by forming supramolecular dynamic interactions with coordination complexes.[41] Recently, Yu et al. developed a PDMS elastomer with self-healing property by incorporating imine bond, and demonstrated conceptual applications in flexible interconnector and chemical sensor.[42] Zhang et al. designed a kind of electromagnetic shielding materials with easy-processing and self-healing capacity under external force and magnetic force.[43] Wang et al. also reported an EM wave absorption coating with self-healing property, a less ideal minimum reflection coefficient was reported as -27.2 dB with a thickness of 4 mm.[44] Nevertheless, polymeric nanocomposites based EM absorbing materials with sustainable features has been under exploited, partially due to the high viscosity and irreversible physical interactions brought by the nanofillers.

In this work, we propose a synthesis strategy to achieve EM wave absorbing nanocomposites by using dynamic imine bonds-based polyazomethine (PAM) as macromolecular interconnects and Fe$_3$O$_4$-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes (Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs) as EM wave absorbing units. The nanocomposite presents a unique spontaneous self-healing, and an outstanding reprocessability that can be reformed under a low compressive stress at room temperature. We demonstrate a good sustainability for our composites by instantly degrading the polymer network in an acidic solution, from where the nanofillers and monomers can be collected and reused, therefore lead to an improved environmental impact by using this facile materials strategy.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials

Trimethylolethane (98.0%, TCI), p-toluenesulfonylchloride (99.0%, TCI), 4-
dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP, 99.0%, Aladdin), 4-hydroxy benzaldehyde (99.0%, Aladdin), potassium carbonate (99.0%, Aladdin), poly(propylene glycol)bis(2-aminopropyl ether) (PEA, \(M_n=2000\text{Da}\), Aladdin), iron(II) chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl\(_2\cdot4\text{H}_2\text{O}\), 99.0%, Aladdin), iron chloride hexahydrate (FeCl\(_3\cdot6\text{H}_2\text{O}\), 99.0%, Aladdin). Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, average diameter of 20-40 nm, length of 10-30 um, purity > 90%) were purchased from Chengdu Org. Chem. Co. Ltd. All other reagents were utilized as received unless otherwise specified.

2.2. Two steps synthesis of 1,1,1-tris[(4-formylphenoxy)methyl]ethane

The first step is to synthesis tris[(4-tolylsulfonyl)methyl]ethane. As shown in Fig. S1, trimethylolethane (2.45g, 20 mmol) and a catalytic amount of DMAP were dissolved in 30 mL pyridine, then the mixture was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath. Later, we added p-toluenesulfonylchloride (13.34g, 70 mmol) in 20 mL pyridine drop by drop into above mixture. The mixture was then removed from the ice-water bath and the reaction was kept going for 12 h at room temperature. When the reaction was completed, the mixture was diluted with 100 mL dichloromethane, and then washed with 200 mL 1 M HCl solution, 200 mL water and dried. The solvent was evaporated and a white crystalline solid was obtained by crystallization (9.8 g, yield: 84.1%).

\(^1\text{H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl}_3, \delta\): 7.72 (d, 6H, ArH), 7.38 (d, 6H, ArH), 3.79 (s, 6H, -CH\(_2\)-), 2.49 (s, 9H, -CH\(_3\)), 0.92 (s, 3H, -CH\(_3\)).

The second step began with mixing tris[(4-tolylsulfonyl)methyl]ethane (5.83 g, 10 mmol), 4-hydroxy benzaldehyde (4.98 g, 40 mmol) and potassium carbonate (5.58 g, 40 mmol) in 30 mL anhydrous N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF) under nitrogen atmosphere, and the mixture was heated at 150 °C under reflux for 12 h. Then, the mixture was extracted into 100 mL dichloromethane and washed with 200 mL water, 100 mL saturated brine and dried over anhydrous MgSO\(_4\). The solvent was evaporated and the crude product was achieved after purification (3.2 g, yield: 74.1%).
\[^1\text{H}\] NMR (400 MHz, CDCl\textsubscript{3}, \(\delta\)): 9.91 (s, 3H, -CHO), 7.87 (d, 6H, ArH), 7.05 (d, 6H, ArH), 4.22 (s, 6H, -CH\textsubscript{2}-), 1.41 (s, 3H, -CH\textsubscript{3}).

2.3. Preparations of polyazomethine (PAM) and Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites

For PAM sample preparation, poly(propylene glycol)bis(2-aminopropyl ether)(PEA, 200 mg, 0.1 mmol) was dissolved in 0.5 mL anhydrous N, \(N\)-dimethylformamide (DMF), followed by adding tris[(4-formylphenoxy)methyl]ethane (31 mg, 0.0667 mmol). After uniformly mixing the solution, glacial acetic acid (AcOH, 2.5 \(\mu\)L) was added. The mixture was then slowly transferred to the Teflon moulds and sealed at room temperature for 12 h. The prepared PAM was dried at 35 \(^\circ\)C in the open air for 24 h, to allow the chemical cross-linking to complete within the materials. Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} decorated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@MWCNTs) were prepared as presented in Supporting Information (Fig. S2). For Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites, certain amount of synthesised Fe\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}@MWCNTs nanofillers were added and ultra-sonicated for 30 min when mixing PEA and tris[(4-formylphenoxy)methyl]ethane in DMF. The rest processes were the same to that for PAM.

2.4. Characterization

\[^1\text{H}\] NMR analyses were recorded by a Bruker Avance 400 spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin, Switzerland) at 25 \(^\circ\)C with deuterated chloroform (CDCl\textsubscript{3}) as the solvent. Chemical shifts are referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS). The uniaxial tensile tests were carried out following the requirements in ISO37-4, using an Instron 3342 universal tester at a crosshead speed of 20 mm min\(^{-1}\). At least four specimens for each healing time and repeated repair were tested to obtain the average values of the tensile strength, fracture strain, as well as standard deviation. Optical observations were performed under an upright microscope (Olympus IX73). The surface
microstructures were assessed via a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, SU-8010, Hitachi) operated at an accelerating voltage of 1.0 kV. The surface profiles were performed with a Dektak XT (Bruker) with a line scanning rate of 0.05 mm per second. Other analyses, such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, Powder X-ray diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are presented in Supporting Information.

2.5. Microwave absorption measurements and analysis

The relative complex permittivity and permeability were measured on rectangular specimens (22.8 mm × 10.2 mm × 2.0 mm) by a vector network analyzer (VNA, MS4644A, Anritsu, Japan) using waveguide method in the frequency range of 8.2–12.4 GHz. On the basis of the metal backplane model, the reflection coefficient (RC) can be calculated from the measured relative complex permittivity and permeability according to the transmission line theory by the following equations:

\[ RC = 20 \log_{10} \left| \frac{Z_{in} - 1}{Z_{in} + 1} \right| \]  
\[ Z_{in} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \tanh \left[ j \frac{2\pi f d}{c} \sqrt{\mu_r \varepsilon_r} \right] \]  

where \( Z_{in} \) stands the normalized input impedance, \( \mu_r \) and \( \varepsilon_r \) are, respectively, the relative complex permeability and permittivity, and \( f \) represents the frequency of the microwaves, \( d \) is the thickness of tested materials, and \( c \) is the light velocity in vacuum.[45,46]

3. Results and Discussion

The reversible dynamic imine bond enabled self-healing process is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The key molecular interconnectis the dynamic A₂-B₃ imine bonds based cross-linked PAM network, where A₂ and B₃ represent poly(propylene glycol)bis(2-
aminopropyl ether) and 1, 1, 1-tris[(4-formylphenoxy)methyl]ethane, respectively. The formation of dynamic imine bond (-CH=N-) can be traced from the ¹H NMR results (Fig. S3) with a signature peak signalling at 8.24 ppm. This also agrees well with the FT-IR data (Fig. S4), where a new absorption peak for -CH=N- bond was found at 1640 cm⁻¹.

To assess the self-healing performance enabled by the dynamic imine bonds, pure PAM tiles with shapes as ‘Tetris’ elements (Fig. 1b) are prepared and assembled into a rectangular sheet at free-standing state, then left to heal in an open air at 25 °C. Interestingly, the ‘Tetris’ tiles spontaneously splice together into one single sheet after 24 h, without applying any external stimuli. We subsequently perform a quick assessment for the spliced sheet under a uniaxial compression, the flat sheet transforms into a buckling state (Fig. 1c), and it also can be stretched (Movie S1), which indicates a good homogeneity for the healed sample. Optical microscopic observations were used to record the spontaneous self-healing on the surface of pure PAM. A nearly full restoration of surface can be observed (Fig. 1d) after a healing process for 24 h (Fig. 1e). The surface profiles in Fig. 1f describe the out of plane morphological changes for specimens (0.8 mm in thickness) during self-healing. The dash line represents the true cut profiles that can’t be reflected due to the instrumental limit from the probe. After self-healing, the surface is reinstated with negligible residual depths of less than 2 µm.

We next study the self-healing property quantitatively by measuring the uniaxial tensile stress-strain relationship as a function of healing time at 25 °C (Fig. 1g). For the as-fabricated sample (or original sample), the results suggest a Young’s modulus ($E_{\text{pure}}$) of ~ 0.76±0.08 MPa, a breaking strain of 215 % and peak strength of 0.79 MPa for pure PAM. The healing efficiency is defined as $\eta_s/\eta_o$, where $\eta_s$ is the fracture
strain for current sample, and $\eta_0$ is the fracture strain for original sample. The healing efficiency results indicate a clear dependency on the healing time, the elongations reach ~ 100% of that for the original PAM sample after healing for 24 h. It was found that the specimens healed for 6 h and 12 h broke at the incision, while the specimen healed for 24 h did not break at the contacted surface under the tensile testing. This observation further confirmed that the mechanical properties of PAM can be completely restored after a certain period of self-repair and PAM has excellent self-repairing characteristics. Cyclic tensile test was performed to verify the robustness of this self-healing effect, where sample was cut into two parts from the middle and performed the spontaneous self-healing for 24 h for each cycle. The stress-strain curves in Fig. 1h indicate robust self-healing performances for both of pure PAM by showing a $\eta_h/\eta_0$ of 95% for PAM after three cycles (H3). The reversible nature of dynamic imine bonds plays a key role in this remarkable self-healing function. The ‘mobile’ ends between scratched surfaces, -NH$_2$ groups and -CH=O groups, spontaneously couple to form -CH=N- bonds when the surfaces physically contact, therefore led to a self-healing functionality.[47-49]

To explore the EM absorbing application for this unique PAM materials, Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites was fabricated, as illustrated in (Fig. 2a). In addition, refining the compatibility between the fillers and polymer matrix is the key issue to improve the absorption performance of composites. By modifying the CNTs with Fe$_3$O$_4$, the aggregation of CNTs could be avoided due to the presence of Fe$_3$O$_4$ magnetic nanoparticles on its surface, which effectively decreased the Vander Waals’ interactions between CNTs, meanwhile the intrinsic aggregation of Fe$_3$O$_4$ magnetic nanoparticles will be prevented since the existence of CNTs. Thus, Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs nanocomposites could uniformly disperse in the polymer matrix for the synergy between Fe$_3$O$_4$ and CNTs. By taking advantage of coupling the imine
bonds on the surface, we even weld pure PAM and nanocomposite samples together (Fig. 2b) and demonstrate a good elasticity for the welded sample under stretching (Fig. S7 and Movie S2) and bending. A brief test to verify the bonding strength after the formation of dynamic imine bonds between surfaces of pure PAM and nanocomposite with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs films (1 mm in thickness, 0.2 g in weight for each film, Fig.2c), the alien films bond so tight that the bilayer can hold a shear load of 200 g, five hundred folds of the weight for bilayer film.

In tensile testing section, the data from 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite is selected. For the as-fabricated samples (or original samples), the results suggest a Young’s modulus ($E_{comp}$) of $\sim 2.25\pm 0.22$ MPa, a breaking strain of 192% and peak strength of 3.07 MPa for the nanocomposites with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs. As noticed, the enhancement in Young’s module, $E_{comp}/E_{pure} \sim 3$, shows a considerable gap to the calculated value ($E_{comp}/E_{pure} \sim 62$) based on Halpin and Tsai’s equations,[50,51] because of the decreasing of physical interaction area after coating Fe$_3$O$_4$ particles on the surface of MWCNT. Similar to Pure PAM sample, a high healing efficiency, $\eta_s/\eta_o \sim 98\%$, was shown (Fig. 2d) for nanocomposites sample with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs after healing for 24 h. Further cyclic test results indicate robust self-healing performances for the same nanocomposite with a $\eta_s/\eta_o$ of 90 % after three cycles (H3).

The EM wave absorbing property of materials, mainly determined by the Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs nanoparticles in matrix, are generally associated with their electromagnetic parameters, i.e. relative complex permittivity ($\varepsilon_r = \varepsilon' - j\varepsilon''$) and relative complex permeability ($\mu_r = \mu' - j\mu''$), where the real parts ($\varepsilon'$ and $\mu'$) represent the storage ability of EM wave and imaginary parts ($\varepsilon''$ and $\mu''$) are related to dissipation of EM wave.[52] Recent theoretical development on the EM wave
absorption also proposed a hypothesis that an enhancement of absorption (Fig. 2f) can be achieved by creating a multiple reflection state within the materials when uniformly distributing nanoparticles in matrix.[53,54]

When measuring the complex permittivity and permeability for the nanocomposites (Fig. S5), we found that both $\varepsilon'$ and $\varepsilon''$ values significantly increased in X-band (8.2–12.4 GHz) as the concentration of Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs increases. A high value of $\mu''$, strong dielectric loss and magnetic loss properties were achieved for the composite with 15 wt% nanofillers (Fig. S5c and S5f). By calculating the reflection coefficient (RC) via the transmission line theory (Equ.1&2), the nanocomposite with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs hold the strongest EM wave absorptions with a minimum RC to -40.6 dB at 10.0 GHz (Fig. 2g-i), 150% of the value in the previous report.[44] The effective absorption bandwidth is much higher (3.4 GHz) to cover 81% X-band. This significant enhancement could be attributed to the minimal reflection on the PAM surface (low $\varepsilon' \sim 3$) benefited from good impedance matching. And the Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs attenuates the EM waves with the complementary effect between dielectric loss and magnetic loss over a wide range of frequency. The strong dielectric loss is attributed to electron polarization relaxation and interfacial polarizations between Fe$_3$O$_4$ and MWCNTs, and between MWCNTs and PAM matrix. The Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles make a contribution to the magnetic loss, which is mainly induced by the natural resonance and eddy current loss. It should be noted that the uniformly distribution of Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs can lead to multiple reflections of EM wave, thus further strengthen EM wave absorption performance for the nanocomposite.[55,56]

The dynamic imine bonds also offer a unique reprocessability to our materials with a moderate mechanical compression. To demonstrate this feature, coloured pure PAM pieces (dimensional size less than 1 cm×1 cm, 1 mm in thickness, see inset in Fig. 3a)
are cut and put into a mould. After being compressed under 5 MPa for 3 h at 25 °C, all pieces re-united into one single sheet. To further understand this mechano-reformation process, we performed time dependent reformation experiments with different compression stresses (up to 10 MPa). Surprisingly, it only took 1 hour to achieve a full reformation when applying 10 MPa. The reformation for 15% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs nanocomposites took slightly longer (Fig. 3b) than Pure PAM at the same compression stress. The tensile results for reformed samples (Fig. 3c&3d) suggest a good retention of mechanical property for both pure PAM and nanocomposites with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs, after the fourth reprocessing cycle (R4).

In addition to the good self-healing and mechano-reformation capabilities, the dynamic bond also enables an outstanding recyclability, where the organic network of composite can be fully decomposed by decoupling the -CH=N- bonds in an acidic solution (Fig. 3e), such as glacial acetic acid, hydrochloric acid and trifluoroacetic acid. At a solution of HCl/DMF (2 v/v %), pure PAM film (~ 100 mg, Fig. S6) can be instantly degraded within 2.5 h, rather than swelling in pure DMF. The $^1$H NMR data for the post-degradation solution for PAM (Fig. 3f), reveals a complete degradation of PAM network, the imine proton peak for -CH=N- at 8.24 ppm disappears and the characteristic signal of end aldehyde groups at 9.86 ppm becomes stronger than that of PAM.

We further study the degradation efficiency by measuring the weight loss as a function of the acid concentration. The $t_{\text{total}}$ (time for degrading all polymeric phase in sample, Figure 3g) for nanocomposite with 15 wt% Fe$_3$O$_4$@MWCNTs takes about 80 % of the $t_{\text{total}}$ for pure PAM at the same acid concentration. The kinetics data indicates that the $t_{1/2}$ (time for degrading 50 wt% polymer in sample) takes ~ 70 % of
\( t_{\text{total}} \) for pure PAM and \(~ 80 \% \) of \( t_{\text{total}} \) for nanocomposite with 15 wt% Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)@MWCNTs, due to the decreased physical contact area as a result of the volumetric blocking by the nanofillers. When increasing the acid concentration to 5 v/v\%, the degradation reaches an instant level by showing a \( t_{1/2} \) less than 50 min for pure PAM and \( t_{1/2} \) less than 60 min for nanocomposite with 15 wt% Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)@MWCNTs. After full decomposition, we re-synthesised the nanocomposite from the recycled components. After assessing the mechanical property, we found that the recycled nanocomposite (Fig.3h) maintains a similar fracture strain, maximum stress and shows a slightly low young’s modules \( (E_{\text{recycled}}/E_o \sim 80 \%) \), comparing to the original samples.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we propose a dynamic imine bond enable resilient and circular materials strategy with potentials in EM wave absorbing application. The synthesised materials show unique self-healing feature and robust reprocessing capability driven by the dynamic imine bonds based molecular interconnects. By adding Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)@MWCNTs, excellent EM wave absorbing property was achieved with 50% of enhancement on the EM wave absorption. Moreover, a highly efficient recyclablility is demonstrated by instantly dissolving PAM based materials in an acidic solution within 1.5 h, by de-coupling the molecular interconnects. After separation, the nanofillers and monomers can be reused, therefore lead to a good environmental sustainability. We expect this molecular interconnect enabled sustainable nanocomposites technology to find applications in the fields of flexible electronics, micro-devices and smart structures.
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Figures Captions

Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of self-healing effect driven by coupling the dynamic imine bonds at fractured surface, with the chemical structure drawings for A<sub>2</sub> and B<sub>3</sub> monomers. Splicing of a collection of (b) PAM ‘Tetris’ tiles via self-healing and (c) uniaxially compressing the spliced sheet to buckle. Optical microscopic images of PAM (d) before and (e) after self-healing. (f) Surface profiles for pure PAM before and after self-healing. Tensile testing results for PAM (g) at different healing time and (h) after healing for one, two, three cycles (H1, H2, H3).

Fig. 2. (a) Illustration of the structure for Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites with an inset SEM image for the Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs nanoparticles. Self-healing enabled (b) welding of cut dumbbell samples and (c) tough bonding of films (1 mm in thickness) between the PAM and 15 wt% Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM. Tensile testing results for 15 wt% Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite (d) at different healing time and (e) after healing for one, two, three cycles (H1, H2, H3). (f) Schematic of EM wave absorption mechanism in nanocomposite. Reflection coefficient (RC) results for Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite in 8.2–12.4 GHz with nanofiller’s concentrations of (g) 10 wt%, (h) 15 wt%, and (i) 20 wt%.

Fig. 3. The accelerated reformation processes for (a) PAM and (b) 15 wt% Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite at various compressive stresses, the scale bar is 5 mm. The tensile testing results after cyclic reformation at 5 MPa for (c) pure PAM for 3 h and (d) 15 wt% Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite for 15 h. (e) The sustainable roadmap of Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites. (f) 1H NMR results for the solution after degradation. (g) Degradation efficiency tests for pure PAM and 15 wt% Fe<sub>3</sub>O<sub>4</sub>@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites. (h) Mechanical analysis results for the re-synthesised composite sample and the original sample.
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of self-healing effect driven by coupling the dynamic imine bonds at fractured surface, with the chemical structure drawings for A₂ and B₃ monomers. Splicing of a collection of (b) PAM ‘Tetris’ tiles via self-healing and (c) uniaxially compressing the spliced sheet to buckle. Optical microscopic images of PAM (d) before and (e) after self-healing. (f) Surface profiles for pure PAM before and after self-healing. Tensile testing results for PAM (g) at different healing time and (h) after healing for one, two, three cycles (H₁, H₂, H₃).
**Fig. 2.** (a) Illustration of the structure for Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites with an inset SEM image for the Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs nanoparticles. Self-healing enabled (b) welding of cut dumbbell samples and (c) tough bonding of films (1 mm in thickness) between the PAM and 15 wt% Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM. Tensile testing results for 15 wt% Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite (d) at different healing time and (e) after healing for one, two, three cycles (H₁, H₂, H₃). (f) Schematic of EM wave absorption mechanism in nanocomposite. Reflection coefficient (RC) results for Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite in 8.2–12.4 GHz with nanofiller’s concentrations of (g) 10 wt%, (h) 15 wt%, and (i) 20 wt%.
**Fig. 3.** The accelerated reformation processes for (a) PAM and (b) 15 wt% Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite at various compressive stresses, the scale bar is 5 mm. The tensile testing results after cyclic reformation at 5 MPa for (c) pure PAM for 3 h and (d) 15 wt% Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposite for 15 h. (e) The sustainable roadmap of Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites. (f) ¹H NMR results for the solution after degradation. (g) Degradation efficiency tests for pure PAM and 15 wt% Fe₃O₄@MWCNTs/PAM nanocomposites. (h) Mechanical analysis results for the re-synthesised composite sample and the original sample.